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< p > the much anticipated joint focus, supreme x Nike 2014 Winter Joint Air Force 1 series, finally in tomorrow officially began
offering, I do not know that this will produce what kind of sensation. There are three colors, black, white and red. High Force Air 1 for
the starting point. 94 words for supreme established years, US words surface the American street identity, a ligature on the "world
famous" words to the utmost and its temple street. So intense hale and hearty the streets flavor of shoes, absolutely is in autumn and
winter of this year's hot single product, this sense of interested friends do not miss yo. 
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< p > living in the hustle and bustle of the city. It is sometimes expect to see pure design and fine workmanship, if you have the same
desire, newly introduced new balance 996 royal blue new color presumably close to your heart. < br / > this 996 to tender and bright
royal blue based color, smoky gray suture, logo and the N word logo with rubber sole, give people the feeling is quite natural and
pure, and the shoes made by 3M, has shown initial signs that lets a person shine at the moment, fine chemicals is more love does not
release the hand. But the color is bright, absolutely let you in the spring and summer streets full of anger. Like friends do not have to
suffer in the long wait, this Balance New 996 royal blue color matching price of $129.95 dollars (about $1008 dollars), Politics
Sneaker and other retailers have been sold. 
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As NIKE AIR MAX 1 CLOT world premiere shops , JUICE Shanghai big bang, the concern will be limited shoebox Lei Cheng
Chinese classics side wall , a bold use of new versions of the Hyperfuse shoes mesh material disposed directly in the DJ booth and
invite special guest -DJ Jupiter live DJing , making the day the atmosphere was filled with street culture unique passion ; second floor
window is the first time in seven generations NIKE AIR MAX 1 CLOT show together , so that suddenly become a topic of making
Shanghai is shoes lovers exclusive benefits.

In the evening , NIKE GLOBAL FOOTWEAR director Ian Ginoza main reason people with two CLOT Edison Edison Chen, Pan
Shiheng Kevin Poon, and DJ Jupiter with the NIKE AIR MAX 1 CLOT world premiere unveiling . NIKE shoes clan warfare that day
also Ji Quanguo finals from the three places of NIKE shoes shoes clan clan war record magic are experts gathered at JUICE
Shanghai held a small shoe store Cultural Forum , NIKE GLOBAL FOOTWEAR director Ian Ginoza the main reason people with two
CLOT Edison Edison Chen, Pan Shiheng Kevin Poon and everyone looked at two generations NIKE AIR MAX 1 CLOT quiz
interpretation, relive the history of the classic drive innovation .

19:00 JUICE Shanghai debut officially open to Chinese classics modeled design of gray shoebox ancient form of limited release
together by drawing lots , as well as get lucky by Edison Chen Edison Chen and Kevin Poon Pan Shiheng autographed limited
edition shoes boxes, as Shanghai is the summer without regret .
; ; ; German sports giant Adidas yesterday claimed that due to the football World Cup and the acquisition of Reebok huge effect,
driven by the company's first-quarter net profit soared, and from the hands grabbed the world's number one Nike sports goods
manufacturers throne. 
; ; ; has been working with Nike "Sike" the world's oldest Adidas, this year from January to March net profit surged 37% to 144 million
euros (about 185.6 million US dollars) over the same period sales but soared 47 percent to 2.459 billion euros. 
; ; ; "Obviously, we have become the global leader in most markets, it is reasonable to say that we have become the new No.1."
Adidas CEO Herbert Hainer said the high-spirited?. 
; ; ; Adidas overwhelmed "boast" also marks before the upcoming World Cup in Germany, two major sporting rival of "battle of wits"
has entered the white-hot stage. As an official sponsor of the World Cup, occupied the geography, and the advantages of Adidas
slightly upper hand, it will not only supply monopoly ball game, and has successfully signed six favorites to win the team. 
; ; ; in the stimulation of all kinds of World Cup products, "Mad Marketing", Heiner turn just recently set a target of annual sales of 1
billion euros soccer, and in one fell swoop this increased to 1.2 billion euros unprecedented heights. "For the game ball and the other
World Cup with general demand for goods beyond imagination, we will catch all areas."
; ; ; because of that the Nike Air shoes and sports shoes, elastic column is a pseudo false propaganda function of its behavioral
science, Zheng Qingsheng its behalf Beijing Masayuki this study body mechanics, grounds of unfair competition, the Nike ( Suzhou)
Sports Goods Co., Nike and other US court. Yesterday morning, the Second Intermediate Court hearing of the case.

The plaintiff alleged that the defendants said the Nike Air shoes and elastic column shoes allow "run faster" man, "to jump higher,"
can "recuperate quickly" and, contrary to scientific principles, its Web site to promote its constitution fraud, false propaganda, for the
same products in the footwear business plaintiff constituted unfair competition.

defendants to dismiss all the claims of the plaintiff, with no competition between its plaintiff, the plaintiff does not have the qualification
proceedings; abuse the plaintiff the right to appeal, seriously affected its business practices.

This is Zheng Qingsheng and Nike's third lawsuit, after Zheng Qingsheng said Nike Air shoes cushion propaganda on its website, is
a pseudo-scientific fraud, asking them to double the compensation for the purchase price 1280 yuan, in November 2005, West Side
Court was dismissed; September 2005, Zheng Qingsheng think Nike publicly accusing its "illegal entry into the internal Web site",
"steal business information" is malicious defamation, ask for compensation for mental solatium 150,000 , October 2005, East Court
hearing of the case.
; ; ; ;? [Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, Nike and NBA basketball star Kobe arrival Bryant not only sounded the
motion alarm for the people of Shanghai, but also makes this year Shanghai's National Fitness Day Early open at four o'clock. 

Bryant unexpected departure to Shanghai Shenhua home Hongkou Football Stadium. Thanks to the cooperation with Nike,
Shanghai, home to three Super League teams in the National Fitness Day this year, all open to the public. Such natural and ultimately
the hearts of football event has a special football Complex Bryant, his childhood experience of making football in Italy has become
one of his most beloved sport. When he arrived at the Hongkou Football Stadium, Shenhua soccer player Wang Lei and teenagers
from all regions of Shanghai, waiting for him. Bryant great interest to everyone about his childhood football experience, will be a
Shenhua Wang Lei gave Kobe Bryant jersey. Get Bryant Wang Lei Section 8 of this pair is already on sale in China's "Fireworks". 
Bryant told the teenagers behind his continued encouragement to overcome difficulties, it has come to now is his basketball dreams,
never give up over the years. And to face the future, he still is not out of ambition. Bryant warned basketball teenagers in times of
difficulties, we must adhere to their beliefs and dreams, never give up, basketball will never live up to them. (Chinese shoes Network -
the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media Partners: Apparel IT)
; ; ; Recently, the streets of the city Qian appeared wearing a black jersey, with a shaved head several men who sell street in the
downtown area printed with Nike, Adidas and other brands of sports shoes and clothes, business is very hot , was investigated on



suspicion of trademark infringement in the business sector.

September 20 at 8 pm, in Ganzhou Wenqing Road and the junction Houde Road intersection, shaved heads of several men in the
middle of the sidewalk stood a dozen large cardboard boxes to sell sneakers, which attracted a lot of people watching. Because they
sell things way too blatantly, immediately attracted dissuade of police officers, several men rushed simply move to escape the
underground passage near the mouth of the inspectors. 80 dollars a pair of brand shoes, the price sounds incredibly cheap, which
attracted the attention of the business sector.

; ; ; receiving the report of the Trade and Industry Bureau Zhanggong trademark advertising share law enforcement officers said, they
asked vendors to provide business license and other related procedures, so far, no one has provided. From the point of view of trade
marks, initially determined it may be trademark infringement. Site, several bald men said they transferred the goods come from Ji'an,
Ji'an has sold in two weeks. Ultimately, traders were not able to come up with the relevant procedures, law enforcement officers
immediately seized these goods. At present, the matter needs further investigation.
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - News] Adidas brand announced today announced a new generation of f50 Messi boots. Messi's f50
with a new generation of light-colored design by flames red, wild purple and dazzling white and three colors. The world's leading
football brand adidas football genius Lionel Messi and work together for the consumer unprecedented visual enjoyment, to beat
Messi to explore the world of motor skills. Macy's body placed special LED light points, you can record every action Macy detail to
see exactly how Macy achieve "rapid light."
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